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Words are defined to be sequences 5 : Z,,,+Z,,, U {m} with t(n) = m for almost all n. I([) 
denotes the number of inversions in 5; i.e., the number of pairs (m, n) with m <n but 
[(rn)>[(n). The product, 6 * 5, is defined to be a “meshed juxtaposition” of 5 with the word 
5’ = 5 + maximum integer in 5. (Terms of 5’ are meshed into the spaces ‘00’ in 6.) 
With these definitions words form a unique factorization (hence cancellative) semigroup, and 
I([ * [)= I(E)+I([). This is used in conjunction with Netto-MacMahon type generating 
functions, xEEA x”(‘, to give a purely combinatorial treatment of the Gaussian polynomials. 
Factorization theorems and Chu-Vandermonde and Euler identities are proved. 
1. Definition of the semigroup 0 
Let 5 : Z,, += Z,, U (03). If there is an n such that for m 2 n, t(m) = 00, then [ is 
a word of 0. In this case the length, 1(e), is the least n such that E(m) = CO for 
m 3 n. 
For two words t, n of 0, the product 6 * n is a meshed juxtaposition of 5 and 
n, in which the finite entries of n are forced to be larger than those of 5. Formally, 
we let m(E) be the largest finite value of 5 (m(,$)=O if 1([)=0), and let n+m(t) 
be the word formed from n by adding m(t) to each value of n. Then 5 * n is the 
word formed from .$ by replacing the infinite values of .$ with the values of 
n + m(t) in order. 







Proposition 1. (0, *} is a semigroup with identity e = (mm * * a). 
Proof. The fact that e, the element (@J w. . a), is an identity is immediate from the 
definition. The associative law is proved as follows. If 5, n and c are elements of fl 
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and i eZaO, one considers the value a of ((5 * r)) * c)(i) according to whether 
asm((), m([)<a~m(()+m([), or m([)+m([)<a. In each case, it is easy to 
see that a = (5 * (77 * &J)(i) and the associative law follows. 
Proposition 2. {a, *} satisfies the left cancellation law. Let 5, r), <E R. If 5 * q = 
5 * f; then q = 5. 
Proof. This is clear from the definition of *. [Right cancellation can also be 
proved, but follows from the next proposition.] 





if v(i) = 0, 
if v(i) = 1. 
We observe that if there is some n such that u(m) =0 for rn 3 n, then a,, is an 
element of 0. We shall refer to such a v as a binary sequence of finite length. 
Definition. The element g# e of R is irreducible if whenever .$ = q * 5 for 
v,CE~, either q=e or [=e. 
Proposition 3. Let 5 E LL Then 5 is irreducible if and only if 5 = a, for some positive 
integer a and some nonzero binary sequence v of finite length. 
Proof. It is clear that any product of two non-identity words has at least two 
distinct finite values, and equally clear that if a is the least value of a non-identity 
word 5 of 0 then ,$ = a, * 5 for some nonzero binary sequence v. 
The following result now follows easily from the proposition, with the aid of a 
trival induction argument. 
Theorem 1. 0 is a unique factorization moniod. 
[The reader may observe that 0 can be regarded as a sub-semigroup of the free 
group on the a,‘~ (for nonzero V’S); we shall not, however, use the group in the 
applications given in this paper.] 
The functions described in the following propositions are interesting in their 
own right, and provide some insight into the structure of 0. We omit the obvious 
proofs. 
Proposition 4. Define S : O+LJ as follows: For C$E 0, 
!g(O) = w; S<(i) = t(i - 1) for i > 0. 
Then S is a l-l homorphism from 0 to 0. 
Proposition 5. Define T : R +Ll as follows: For 4~0, Tt(i)= E(i)+1 for all 
i E Zao. Then, if t,qEfl, T(5 * q)=(Tt) * q. 
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2. Inversions 
This section introduces notation and technical results needed in the applica- 
tions. 
Definition. If 5 E a, the set of inversions of & .9(c), is the set of pairs, (i, j), of 
nonnegative integers with i < j but e(i)>t(j). I([) = 19(5)1 is the number of 
inversions of 5. 
Example. If 5 =(2mlm3m. . o), then 1(5)=4, since 
a‘3 = m 2), (1,2), (1,4), (3-4)). 
Proposition 6. I is a homomorphism from R to the additive semi-group of 
nonnegative integers. 
Proof. It is clear that I(e) = 0. We must verify that I(,$ * n) = 1(t) +1(n) for all 
& n E 0. This follows from the observation that (i, j) E .%(t * 7) if and only if 
either 
(1) [(i)<w, so that (i, j)E$(t); 
(2) t(i)=m, 5 * q(i)<m and ,$‘(j)<m, so that (i, j)E4([); or 
(3) t(i) = t(j) = a, so that the inversion “comes from” an element of .%(n). 
It is then clear that .%(t * n) can be placed in l-l correspondance with the 
disjoint union of S(l) and .9(n) in such a way that 4(t) corresponds to the 
inversions of cases (1) and (2) and 9(n) to those of case (3). 
Definitions. We shall let z be the sequence (0, 1,2,3, . . .); i.e., z : Zao + Zao 
with z(i) = i, all i. 
For every sequence v : Z,, + Zao, we define sequences a(v), (r*(v). 
c+(v)(i) = 1 ~0’) and u*(v)(i)= 1 v(j). 
jri j<i 
Also, define the content IV]= CT=0 v(i). 
Notation. If a is a positive integer and v is a binary sequence with IY( = 1, we 
write a, as ai where v(j) = 1. 
Definition. Let Y be a sequence of finite length. 
1” = l;;(O) * 1;‘” * . . . . 
(The exponents on the right denote powers in 0.) 
Proposition 7. Let v be a sequence of finite length. 
(1) 1(1”) = v - z = v - a*(l), (where 1 denotes the constant sequence; i.e., l(i) = 
1, alI i E Z,,). 
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(2) Zf u is binary, Z(l,)= V. cr*(l-v)= v * 0*(1)-v. a*(v). 
(3) Zf u is binary, Z(1,) = Z(l”) - (I$). 
Proof. 
(1) Z(1”) = 2 Z(lY”‘) = i v(j)Z(li) = 2 w(j)j = v * 2. 
j=O i=O j=o 
z = o*(l) from the definitions. 
(2) Z(1,) counts, for each j with u(j) = 1, the number of i < j such that v(j) = 0. 
Thus 
Z(l,)= u .cr”(l-v)= Y 9 a*(l)-v. o*(V). 
(3) If Y is binary, 
u.u*(u)= f(i-l)=flV](/u\-l)=(l;‘). 
i=l 
Thus Z( 1,) = Z(1”) - (‘;‘). 
3. Netto-MacMahon series 
Definition. Let a be a function from 0 to a ring. If for each positive integer k, 
a(t) = 0 for all but finitely many words with k inversions, then we define the 
formal power series 
f,(x) = c .(c$)X”~‘. 
Proposition 8. Let a, b be functions satisfying the conditions of the last definition. 
Then 
fa(x)ft,(x) = c c a(v)b(<)x”“. 
SER I-t=< 
Proof. This follows from the cancellation laws in 0 and the homomorphism 
property of I. 
Definition. If A is a subset of R whose characteristic function satisfiies the 
condition of the previous definition, we define the weight of A, p(A) = ,&.* x1(‘), 
and we say that A is measurable. 
Proposition 9. Zf A, B and C are measurable subsets of R with the property that 
every 5 E C may be written uniquely as q * 5 for 7) E A and 4~ B, then p(C) = 
~(A)/40 
Proof. In this case 
/L.(C) = 1 x1(‘) = c x’(“*~)= p(A)/.@). 5EC rleA.ZeB 
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4. Gaussian polynomials 
We now define Gaussian polynomials as the weights of certain subsets of fl and 
obtain some of their properties. 
Definition. Let r be a positive integer and let a! = (al,. . . , a,), k = (k,, . . . , k,) be 
r-tuples of nonnegative integers. We treat c and (T* as functions on r-tuples in an 
obvious manner (interpreting “missing” entries as O’s). We then define two 
subsets of 0. 
[z] is the set of products l,, * IV,* . * * * 1, where vl, . . . , V, are binary sequ- 
ences such that (Iv,~, IQJ,. . . , Iv,l>= k and (I(u,), /(v,), . . . , I(v,))scr-u*(k) 
{E} is the set of products 1”) *1”2*. * * * 1”~ for the same set of binary sequences. 
We note that both [z] and {z} are equal to $4 if Q! -a(k)+ 0, since I(y)3 lvij for 
each vi. 
Example. Consider (Y = (3), k = (2). Then we consider sequences v = IQ with 
jvj=2 and I(v)<3; i.e., ((1, l,O,O,. . .), (l,O, l,O,. . .), (0, 1, l,O,. . .)}. Then 
[:] = {( 1 1 ~0 * . e), (1 CQ 1 03 . . e), (a 1 1 m * . .)} 
{Z}= {l’l.l.O . . . ), 1~1.0.1.0 ,... ), 1’0.1.1,0 ,... ‘} 
={lo*l,, l,*l*, 1,*12) 
By abuse of notation, we let [E](x) and {E}(x) denote the weights of these sets. 
We now prove a factorization result. 
Proposition 10. Let 
Q( = (al,. . . 9 %, %+1,. . . 3 %A k = k, . . . , k, k,,,, . . . , k), 
and suppose a(k) s a. Let 
a’= (al,. . . ) as), a”= (%+1,. . . 9 %I, 
k’= (k,, . . . , k,), k” = (k,,,, . . . , k,). 
Then 
[;I = [;I] * [a”;,!k’l], 
in the sense that every element 5 of [E] has a unique representation of the form q * 4 
where 
a’ [ 1 and [E a”- Jk’( T7E k’ [ 1 k” * 
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Further 
[;I= I;:) * I”“,!““), 
in rhe same sense. 
Proof. We first observe that q(k)Ga if and only if a(k’)Scx’ and a(k”)+Jk’(G 
(Y”, the latter being equivalent to cr(k”)Sa’‘-lk’l. Further (v,, . . . , v,, v,,,, . . . , v,) 
satisfies the conditions of the definitions of [E] and {F} if and only if (v,, . . . , v,) 
satisfies the conditions for [;:I and (z:} and (us+,, . . . , v,) the conditions for [a”$“] 
and {a”$k”}. Unique factorization in 0 gives the result. 
We then obtain the following Factorization Theorem. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Proposition 10, 
[;]w = [~:](x)[““,l”“](x,; 
Proof. This follows from Propositions 9 and 10. 
Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem, 
and similarly for {t}(x). 
Proof. This follows by repeated application of the Factorization Theorem. 
Definition. We now define the lower factorial powers, 
Proposition 11. n(k)(x) = [;](x)[“;‘](x) ’ ’ ’ [n-:+l](x). 
Proof. This is immediate from the corollary. 
The next results will enable us to identify the classical Gaussian multinomial 
polynomials among the generalized Gaussian polynomials [;I. 
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Proposition 12. [y](x) = 1 +x + * * 9 + xn-l. 
Proof. [Y](x) = p([Y]) = jL({lo, 11, . . . ) 1,-i}) = 1 +x + * * * +x”-l. 
Definition. n! (x) = q,,(x). 
Proposition 13. Q)(X) = k! (x)[E](x). 
Proof. We establish an inversion preserving bijection between nCkJ and k! x[;], 
which proves the assertion. 
An element 5 of nCk) = [; 1: : ;] is of the form li, * * * . * li*, where ii < II, i2 c 
n-l,..., ik < n - k + 1; that is, 1(t) s n and the k finite entries of 5 are a 
permutation of 1,2, . . . , k. 
We let .$ correspond to (6, n) where c has as its first k values the finite values of 
5 in order, and r) is r with all finite entries replaced by 1. Formally, if 
io, i,, . . . , jk-, are the positions of the finite entries of 5, c(i) = t(ji), i = 
0 . . , k-l, c(i)=“, iak; n(j)=1 if Jo&.. . , jk-i}; n(j) = UJ otherwise. Then 
r;;’ kckj = k! and q E [;I. It is clear that the correspondence is l-l between n(k) and 
k! x [;I. Further, if t corresponds to (5, q) as described, then the numbers of 
inversions of [ involving CQ is I(q) and the numbers of those not involving a~ is 
I(c). The assertion then follows. 
Theorem 3. Let k = (k,, . . . , S), with Jkj6 n. Then 
n!(x)=k,!(x).. . k,! (x)(n - (kl)! (x)[;~ L2. * . ;.](x) 
Proof. 
n!(x,=[~:::r](x,=[~:::~](x)[“-“;:::?-”’](x) 
T \ J n-k, 
j;:,: ;-jxy;:;: ;-kljx). . y:‘::: ;-lkl]cx,, \ I + 
II -Ikl 
by repeated application of the factorization theorem. This is the same as 
n! (x) = n(k,)(db - kl)(&) * ’ * (n - lkl)! b) 
= k,! (x)[;l](x)k,! (x)[n,2k1](x, * . . (n-lkl)! (x) 
by Proposition 13. 
The conclusion follows by grouping factors and using the factorization theorem 
to get the [L, iZ * * * ;,I factor. 
We note that the symmetry of the classical multinomial coefficients follows 
easily from Proposition 13. 
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Notice that the finite range of a word in either [r] or {;} must consist of 
consecutive integers. The upper sequence, CY, limits the locations of the entries, 
and the lower determines the frequency of each entry. 
Example. 
124 [ 1 1o2 ={{(122m...),(12co203...),(1032203...)}. 
={(12m3oo...),(12oow3co...),(loo2~300...)}. 
We now define a class of words which may seem more natural; this definition 
does not involve the semigroup structure of 0. 
Definition. Let r be a positive integer, and let ni, n2, . . . , nr be pairwise disjoint 
finite binary sequences. Then 5 = 1,,,2,,2 * * . r,,, is the word with 
((i)=j if r+(i)=l; 
&)=a if n1(i)+rt2(i)+ * * * +n,(i)=O. 
For r a positive integer and (Y, k r-tuples of nonnegative integers, [a! : k] is the 
set of all words 5 E 0, such that 5 = 1,,,2,,2. . . r,,, as above; ]ni] = ki and l(ni) c 
cq,j= 1,. . . , r. Set [cx : k](x) = ~([a : k]). 
Again in [a : k], we are treating words with cx restricting positions and k 
determining frequencies of letters. 
Example. [(l 2 4):(10 2)]={(12 2m. * e), (1 2m2me. .), (1 032 2~ * * v)}. 
We now relate [E] and [CX : k]. 
Theorem 4. If (Y, k are r-tuples of nonnegative integers and (Y is monotone; i.e., 
a,c(Y2< * 1. sq, then [a : k](x) = [E](X). 
Proof. The words in [z] are determined by r-tuples of binary sequences, 
(Yl,. . ., u,) and the words of [a : k] are of the form 1,,2,2 * . . r,,, for pairwise 
disjoint ni’s. 
We now establish a correspondence between the (v,, . . . , Y,)‘s for [E] and the 
(SIT.. ., q,)‘s for [a : k]. 
Let (vr,. . . , v,) satisfy (vi\ = kiy l(vi)sai -t~“(k)i, for i = 1, . . . , r. We construct 
a (q,, . . . , q,) by analogy with the * operation in R. 
q1= Yl. 
v2w = ( 
0 if nr(j)= 1, 
v2(j -Gus) if n,(j) = 0. 
rli+l(j)= 
1 
0 if n1(j)+q2(j)+ . * * +ni(j)=l, 
r++r(j-o*(ni+r/2+ . . * +ni)i) otherwise. 
It is clear from the construction that Ini] = ki for each i, that l(nl) = l(vr), and 
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that for i = 1,. . . , r- 1, 
Thus, (1,,2,? * * * r,,) E [OL : k]. 
To reverse the procedure, we obtain vi+, from n,, . . . , nit, by “deleting the l’s 
in r)r+*.. +r)i from %+I and compressing”. If we denote this by vicl = 
rli+*I771+**’ +ni, we see that if a is a scalar and I(ni)<a for j=l,...,i+l, 
then 
Then, if (Y is monotone, I(vi+,)<oi --a*(!~)~, i = 1,. . . , r. 
This establishes the. correspondence. It suffices to show that if (v,, . . . , v,) and 
(n,, . . . , n,) correspond, then I(l,,* . . . * 1,) = 1(1,,2,2. . . r,,). 
This fact follows from the step-by-step construction of the 7)i’s and can be 
shown formally by induction: I(l,,)= I(l,,) and if 1(1,, * * * * * l,)= 
~(Ll,L12 * * * i,i), then 
I(l,! * * * * * l,, * l”,+J = I(l”, * . * . * l”l)+I(l”iJ 
=N,,2,,-. - i,,)+I(l,,,,,t.,+...+,,> 
= 1(L3v2 - - * 4, * lqih, I~,+. .+.,) 
= 1(1,,12,,2 * * -i,,,a,,t,), (where a may be <i + 1) 
= I( 1,,2,, * - * &(i + l),,,J. 
The theorem follows. 
It will be convenient to define yet another set, {a : k},.which is the set of words 
satisfying the conditions for (3 with the Y’S not restricted to binary sequences. 
Definition. Let r be a positive integer and let (y, k be r-tuples of nonnegative 
integers. {(Y : k} is the set of products 1”) * l”2 * . - - * 1”~ where LJ~,. . . , vr are 
sequences of nonnegative integers such that (1~~1, (vJ, . . . , IV,\) = k and 
U(Q, I(%), . . 1, l(q)) S a -d(k). Let {a! : k}(x) = ~({a : k}). 
Example. {(124):(102)}={(12m3m:**), (12~=03~* * .), (lm2m3w. . s), 
(123~. a-), (lw23w-.*), (l@J~23~***)} 
We now obtain two interesting relations. 
Proposition 14. If n 3 j are nonnegative integers, then 
(2) {n : j}(x) = [” +j- l](x) = [“,‘i, l](x). 
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Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7(3). The second equality 
of (2) is the symmetry we observed earlier. 
Now, for every sequence v with (VI = i, I(u) s n, we define n so that 1, takes the 
form 
t’ln-lt 1’01 -2) lf(ll 1*(O) 
-- -- 
m.. . mlm. ..SOIM...lo?...@Jl@J...rnco... 
Then n is a binary sequence of the form 
(0,. . . ,o, 1, ?, . .“. ) 0, 1, 0, . . ) 1, ?, . l., 9, 1, $I,. ;. ( v, 0,. . .), 
VOI - II v(r, - 2) v(I) m 
so that, in fact, n is a binary sequence with In] = n - 1 and I(n) S n +i - 1. Clearly, 
each such n is associated with a unique u of the form described. 
Further I(&) = v * z = I(l”), and hence 
(n :j}(x) = “,;+; l [ 1 (XL 
5. A generalized Chu-Vandermonde theorem 
In this section we present a very general new version of the Chu-Vandermonde 
theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let r be a positive integer, and let cx, & k be r-tuples of nonnegative 
integers with c+(k) s CY + /3. Then 
(1) [a;p](x)= ,,;=, [,“,I0 [~,](x,x’-~‘r(k”)‘k”; 
(2) I” ;p)o = ,,+;=, {;,)(x) {g(x) X(“-cr*(k’))~k”. 
Proof. We shall first establish l-l correspondences between [“le] and the disjoint 
union 
,*.$‘=, [ ;‘I x [;I] 
and also between (“;@} and the disjoint union 
Let v,, . . . , vr be binary sequences satisfying 
(Iv,l> . . . , 1~0 = k 
(l(v,), . . . I &~,))sa+p-c+*(k). 
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Define vi , . . . , v: and v’,‘, . . . , vv as well as k’= (k; , . . . , k:) and k” = 
(k’,‘, . . . , k:‘) inductively on the subscript as follows 
vl(j)=vI(j) for OSj<a;; 
v;tj,=o, jaa,; k; = Iv;/; 
v;‘(j)=,v,(j+a;) for OSj<pI; 
vy(j)=O, jap,; k; = Iv’,‘~. 
If v;, . . . . vi, v’,‘, . . . , vy, k;, . . . , k:, k’(, . . . , k’/ have been defined, then we define 
vl+l(i)= vi+,(j), O~j<al+l-u*(k’)i+l; 
v[+,(j)=O, jSaj+,-cr*(k’)i+l; kl+, = Iv;+,1 
4+,(i) = vi+l(j+al+l-a”(k’)i+,), Osj<&+l-a*(k”)i+l; 
vl+,(j)=O, jb@i+,-(+*(k”)i+,; k;,, = lv:‘+,l. 
Thus defined, k’, k”, v’ and v” satisfy k’+ k” = k, and 
(/(vi), . . . , 1(v:))sa-d(k’), 
(r(4), . . ., I(v:‘))=sP-o-*(k”), 
as well as (1~11, . . , ( ~1:) = k’ and (IVY], . . . , Iv:‘]) = k”. 
Each element in the set of sequences definmg [“:@I and {“:@} determines a pair 
k’, k” and a unique pair of sequences associated with [:,I and [f,] (or {z,} and {,$}). 
The inverse of the procedure, which does not require induction, produces a 
unique sequence for [“:@I corresponding to each pair of sequences for [kq] and [$.I 
with k’+ k” = k. Performing the procedure and its inverse successively in either 
order produces the identity, so a l-l correspondence between the sets of 
sequences has been established. Thus we have a l-l correspondence between 
[“;@I and 
and between (“;n} and 
We now consider the values of I on corresponding words. Let vi, vi, v’-: be as in 
the construction. Then 
1(1,)=Z(l,:)+I(l,S+(~i-c+(k’)i)k’i’, 
since (CQ -u(k’)i)ky counts the inversions from the ((Yi -a*(k’)i)- kI W’S from 1,: 
preceding the ky finite elements of 1,:. Thus 
I(l”, * * . . * l,)=I(l,, * a*. * l,;)+I(l,, * +.a * &)+(a-a(k’))* k”, 
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proving (1) of the Theorem. From Proposition 7, 
Z(1”‘) = vi 9 2 = vi * i! + v’-: . (2 + cxicr*(k’)i 
= VI . z + v’il. z + k’/(q -c+*(k’)i) 
= Z(l”:)+Z(l”;:)+ k’i’(a, -cr*(k’),). 
Thus 
I(19 * . . . * I”.) = Z(lPi * . . . * l”:)+z(l”; * . . . * 1”:‘) 
+ k” * (a - a*(k’)). 
This establishes (2) of the Theorem. 
The following application of the above theorem, though relatively simple, is not 
covered by the classical Chu-Vandermonde theorem. 
Proof. By factorization, and then taking (Y = (t, t) and p = (0, m) in the theorem 
above, 
[;]w[;](x)= [,:;, ‘I’“](x) 
= ;” [ )i, it : i]lx) [,“I Y](x) xi(L-l*l-,l+i) 
But 
[,“; y](x) = [“‘](x). 
Also by factorization and Proposition 13, we have 
[;, n~i](x~=[‘7’+mn-i](x)[m+~-i](X), 
and 
[~](x)[‘~+ny]~x)= [‘;y ‘~-g(x). 
The proposition follows. 
6. Euler identities 
As a further illustration of the power of the semi-group approach to Gaussian 
polynomials, we present short proofs of two important identies of Euler. 
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Theorem 6. For commuting indeferminates x and z, 
(1) ‘El (l+zxi)= i$O [y](x)x(i)zi, and 
(2) 
Proof. (1) We note that 1+ zxi = 1+ zx’(‘~’ and hence 
by Proposition 14(l). 





(2) follows by the symmetry of [;I. 
7. Concluding remarks 
We can employ the unique factorization in R to define a more general weight 
function, w, on subsets of ai as follows. 
We let y,, . . . y,,, . . . be independent commuting indeterminates over a ring A, 
and let yo= 1. We define w(e)= 1. For 5~ R -{e}, we write 5 = 
rll * r)2 * ... * nk, where the ni are irreducible. Then o(t) = y,(,,,,~~~,,~, * * * yrc,,,,. 
It is immediate that if 6, n E 0, then ~(5 * n) = 0(5)0(n). Further, if A is a subset 
of 0 with the appropriate finiteness property, we can define w(A) = LEEA w(t), 
and w becomes a measure satisfying an analog of Proposition 9. Sets which are 
measurable with respect to p are measurable with respect to CO. If we define the 
function C$ : A[y,, . . . , yU, . . .] --j A[x] by letting +(yi) = xi for all i and extending 
to the ring, then &J = CL. Thus w is a true generalization of p which stores more 
information about the subsets of R. These observations invite the study of 
multivarite Gaussian polynomials based on the semigroup 0. 
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Special cases of the Netto-MacMahon series appear in Netto [7] and Mac- 
Mahon [6]. A good general reference for material treated here is Andrews [l]. A 
comprehensive treatment of Euler identities from the viewpoint of finite vector 
spaces is given by Goldman-Rota [4]. Results closely related to those here appear 
in Freeman [2,3]. Dale Mesner has pointed out that Foata employs a different 
semigroup structure to study the MacMahon Master Theorem (see Lallement [5]). 
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